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Let J be a semisimple Jordan algebra, finite dimensional over an alge- 
braically closed field of characteristic zero, and let % be the Koecher-Tits 
algebra of J. In this paper it is shown that a Chevalley basis of !R can be 
chosen in such a way that those basis elements belonging to J form an 
integral basis of J regarded as a quadratic Jordan algebra. If  we interpret 
the structure constants of J and !l? (with respect to these bases) over an 
arbitrary field F of characteristic p # 2, we obtain corresponding Jordan and 
Lie algebras JF , ‘Jz, over F. Two proofs that JF is semisimple are given: In 
the first it is shown that the generic trace of 3 remains nondegenerate upon 
reduction modulo p, and in the second that 5%,/s is isomorphic to the 
Koecher-Tits algebra of JF (here 3 is the center of sYIF). It is also shown that 
JF is simple when J is and that if P is algebraically closed then all semisimple 
Jordan algebras over F arise via this construction. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper 3 is a finite dimensional semisimple Jordan algebra 
over an algebraically closed field @ of characteristic zero (which may be 
taken to be the complex numbers). The product of x, y  E J will be denoted 
by x . y  and the regular representation of J by R, : y  + x . y. The quadratic 
representation of J is U, = 2Rz2 - R,.z . The various Lie algebras asso- 
ciated with J are the derivation algebra D = [Rs , Rg], the structure Lie 
algebra 5Z = R3 @ 3, and the Koecher-Tits algebra ‘% = J @ 3 @ 5.Z. 
The definitions and elementary properties of these algebras are given in [5], 
especially in Chapter VIII, and are summarized in [2, pp. 3, 41. % is a semi- 
simple Lie algebra over @, and thus has the usual Cartan decomposition as a 
direct sum of a Cartan subalgebra and the associated root spaces. In this 
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paper we shall make elaborate use of the particular Cartan decomposition 
studied in [2]. Briefly, this decomposition arises as follows: Let ‘UD be a fixed, 
arbitrary Cartan subalgebra of 3, $?I = {x E J j x%B = O}. Then 5j = R, + YB 
is the unique Cartan subalgebra of % containing (113 [2, Proposition 11. The 
root space ‘$, of any root p relative to $ is contained either in 3, 3, or 
L?’ = [!& .Q]; 5jl = 9 n 2’ is a Cartan subalgebra of 2’ and one has a natural 
bijection 01 t-t Oz from the roots of 2 (relative to 5,) to the roots of % (relative 
to &) whose root spaces are contained in 2 [2, p. 6 and Proposition 61. If  E 
is the automorphism of % which sends a -I- & + R, -+ D + b $- z - R, + D 
(a, b, c E J; D E ID) then E stabilizes J3 and $ji , so E* acts on the roots of !X 
and f!’ [2, pp. 4 and 61. One can choose a simple system (01~ ,..., al> of roots 
of 2 stabilized by E* [2, Proposition 151. Given such a simple system, there 
are umque roots pi ,..., pr of 5R such that $9Qi C J and {pl ,..., pr , 8, ,..., &r} is a 
simple system of roots of ‘% [2, Proposition 91. We choose and fix such a 
simple system. 
The following facts about ‘u will be needed. Since 52l C J, we can regard % 
as a subspace of ‘%. Then Ql = @ zoeP !I$, , where P is the set of roots p of 
% such that !Ri, C J, ~(‘123) = 0, and is also the set of roots p such that Y$, C J, 
pE* = -p [2, pp. 12, 131. Since 1 E ‘QI, we can write 1 = x,,EP e, , where 
e, E !I&; then {e, 1 p E P} is a set of (nonzero) orthogonal idempotents of J 
[2, Proposition 131. 
2. AN INTEGRAL BASIS OF % 
Our first business is to show how the simple ideals of 3 may be recovered 
from the Cartan decomposition of !R. 3 is the direct sum of root spaces 
93 oi+2 9 where OL E sj,* [2, Proposition 81. For each i = I,..., r let & be the 
sum of all root spaces soi+;,; then J = 3i @ ..t @ JT . 
LEMMA 1. Each Ji is an ideal qf J. 
Proof. Suppose x is a root vector for pi + & (i.e., x E sipi+&, y  for pj + /J, 
and suppose i #j. Then 3 is a root vector for (pj + fi) E* = -pj + 7 
(for some y  E B1*: see [2, Proposition 141). Since pi - pj + Uz + 7 is not a root 
[2, Proposition 81 we must have [x, y] = 0. But [x, 91 = 2(R,., - [R, , I?,]), 
so that x . y  = 0, [Rx, R,] = 0. By linearity we see that Ji . zj = 0 and 
K3i 9 R&l = 0. 
Now for x E 3 let x = CL, xi where xi E Ji . In particular, if I = zi li 
thenxi==l.xi=xjlj.xi= li.x,. Soifx~J, then 
li * X = c li . xj = li * Xi = xi. 
481/24/2-S 
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0 = [lj) X,y] = (lj ’ x) ‘y - lj ’ (x .y) = Xj ‘y - (x *y)j = 0 - (x ’ y)j . 
I.e. (x .Y)~ = 0 for all j # i and thus x . y E Ji . This completes the proof. 
Now Ji # 0 since, for example, sDi C Ji . So the number s of 
simple summands of J is at least Y : s 3 r. On the other hand, suppose 
3 = X’ @ .I. @ J,?’ is the decomposition of J as a sum of simple ideals and 
let ci be the identity of Ji’. Then Rcl ,..., Rce are linearly independent elements 
of % and clearly belong to the center CC of I! (since [RCj , R,] = 0 for all 
$63). But r -dim@* - dim !&* = dim 8 - dim Jj, = dim 0: [2, p. 43. 
So s < Y. We conclude that s = r and that each Ji is simple. It is also clear 
that if Ii is as in the proof of Lemma 1, then Ii IS the identity of Ji . 
Suppose p, T are roots of % such that p, 7 G P, p # T, and ‘!I$, , %r C Ji 
for some i. Then eO, e7 are orthogonal idempotents belonging to 3$. We 
claim that the intersection of the Peirce half-spaces Jr,s(e,) n &s(e,) is not 
zero. Indeed, li = (Ii - ep - e7) + ep + e, is a decomposition of li as a sum 
of orthogonal idempotents. This decomposition can be refined to a decompo- 
sition of Ii as a sum of primitive orthogonal idempotents. Since @ is algebrai- 
cally cIosed, these idempotents are absolutely primitive [5, p. 1971. Let e be a 
primitive idempotent occurring in the decomposition of ep and f a primitive 
idempotent occurring in the decomposition of e7. The simplicity of si 
together with the usual argument about reduced Jordan algebras [5, pp. 179, 
180, 2021 shows that e and f are connected, i.e., &s(e) n &2(f) # 0. 
Certainly, 31iz(4 n J1~4f> c J&,) n h&J 
We will write the Peirce decomposition of J with respect to the idem- 
potents e, (p G P) as 3 = @ CP,TEP JpT . We have just shown that if 91i, , 
‘$X7 C & then J,, # 0. 
For p, T E P we claim that Jo, is a direct sum of root spaces of 93. For this 
it is sufficient to show that [J,, , $1 C &. Suppose p E P, x E J, and 
R, + D E a. Then a E Cu and so [Rep, Ra] = 0. Also D E ‘%?3 so that 
(e, . x) D = (eoD) . x + e, . (xD) = e, . (xD), by the definition of 8. Thus 
e, [x, R, + D] = ep . (x a + LCD) = (e, * x) . a + (e, x) D 
= [e, x, A, + D]. 
So if x E JB(ep) (where 0 = 0, 4, 1) then also [x, R, + D] E &(e,). Thus if 
P f TT, Jm = sr(e,) and J,,, = J&e,) n Jr,s(e,) are invariant under ad 5. 
Let 7 be a root of 93 such that ‘3& C J and let p E P. We claim that T - p 
is a root if and only if ‘$3, % &(e,) @ J&e,,). Indeed ‘31i, must be contained in 
one of sr(e,), J&e,), &(e,) by the preceding paragraph. Since PC* = -p, 
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the root space of -p is !&,,E = Cpe,. Thus 7 - p is a root if and only if 
[%, , .cJ # 0. Let x E ‘%, . If x E Js(e,), 0 = 1 or $, then 
which is not zero since x . e, = 0% # 0. On the other hand, if x E JO(e,) then 
certainly x e, = 0. Also [Rr , &,I = 0; for if y belongs to Jr(e,) or J,,(e,), 
then (x . y) . ep = x . (y . e,) = 0 and if y E J1,2(eo), then [x, y, e,,] = 0 by 
[5, p. 121, identity PD2]. Thus [x, ZJ = 0 in this case. 
Our principal lemma is the following: 
LEMMA 2. There exists an automorphism G of % with the folloowing prop- 
erties : 
(1) Ho = -Hfor all HE$s; 
(2) %p = iR-,, for all roots p of %, and u2 = I ; 
(3) u and E commute; 
(4) epu = CD for all p E P. 
Proof. We recall that for any root p, H, E $j is defined to be that element 
of [%,, , ‘R,] such that p(H,,) = 2. If for each simple root p of % we choose 
E, E 9$, , F0 E ‘K, so that [E, , F,,] = H, , then there is an automorphism of 
% which sends E, -+ F, , F, -+ E, , H, -+ - H, [4, p. 1271. Such an auto- 
morphism satisfies properties (1) and (2) of the Lemma [4, p. 1471. The set 
of elements {E, , F, , H, 1 p is a simple root) is called a canonical system of 
generators of ‘8. Our aim is to choose these generators in such a way as to 
make the resulting automorphism satisfy (3) and (4). 
We choose a canonical system of generators as follows: 
(a) If q is a simple root of 9’ such that o”~G* = iyi , let EG. , FG, be 
arbitrary elements of ‘9Qj , ‘R+ (respectively) such that [Eii , Fsij = hsi . 
(b) If CX~ , q (; <j) are simple roots of 8’ such that C+E* = q , choose 
l&C E !RGi , Fgi E !Q such that [EGi , F,J = H+ . Let EGj = E,*E, F,,, = F&*E. 
Note that %&,E = ‘9&, and ‘R+c = ‘Q, . Also 
[Iii, [Es,, F,J] = [&, [I&, , F,J] E = 2-Q = 2E,2, , 
so that [E,, , F,jl = HiI . 
(c) For i = I ,..., Y, choose ED. E ‘%,,, , F,. E %-,, arbitrarily so that 1 I z 
Ki > F,i] = Ho< . 
* 
Let u be the automorphism of !H which sends E, -+ F, and F,, -+ E, for 
all simple roots p, where E, , F,, are as in (a), (b), and (c). We first note that 
E,,uc = Ep and Fp = F,EU if p = Bi . 
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To see this, first suppose that 01~ is as in (a). This means that %&. is con- 
tained either in Rs or in I;E, [2, p. 201. The same applies to ‘%+ . Vbe claim 
that ‘%$. C 3 if and only if ‘9X-;. C 9. Otherwise we have root vectors R, and 
D of ‘$ such that H;, = & [i, , D] = &R,, . Now if ( , ) is the Killing 
form of f!’ then (Rad, mu> = 0 [2, Proposition 31. Thus for all D’ E !IB we 
have 
by [4, p. 1121, so that &(D’) = ai = 0. Since R, is a root vector either 
for Gi or for -& , we have [R, , D’]-- 0, i.e., aD’ == 0. This means that 
a!X? = 0, i.e., a E %!I, i.e. R, E 9, a contradiction to the assumption that Ra 
is a root vector. 
Since 9&, 2 YD if and only if Qi C ID, we have EGic = AEsi andFiit- = AFGi , 
where h =‘&l. In either case, 
Now suppose that 01~) aj are as in (b). Then 
And as in case (a) above 
Fp = Fp and FGjro = F; .CE. 3 
We know that for i = I,..., Y, pie* = -pi - C:=, n,dl, for some non- 
negative integers nk [2, Proposition 141. Since E,,c E ‘%i,,c, , it follows that 
E,.E = B[[A, F,,,], B], where 0 # 19 E @ and A and’B are’(possibly vacuous) 
L;‘e monomials ‘in F&, ,. .., F,+, [4, p. 1231. Now 
[[A, F,<], B] CJ = [[Au, EJ, Ba] E!QU = %i_,,* . 
Hence since F,,c E ‘K,,,, we must have 
Fo,c = 5L[[Au, E,J Bal 
for some $ E 0. We now choose a new canonical system of generators as 
follows: EGi and F,;< are as in (a) and (b). And 
(c’) For each i = I,..., r let 01 be a fourth root of $/0 and let EL< = aE,, 
and Fi, = a-tFQi . Clearly [Eii , FJ L= HOi . 
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Let u’ be the automorphism of % which interchanges EGi , F;, and also 
interchanges E& , Fii . We claim that u’ satisfies the first three properties 
of the Lemma. Since (c’) is a special case of (c) we have already shown that 
Eeicu’ = Eszdc and Faiar = Fi,a’c for i = l,..., 1. In addition, 
E&r’ = cxEpi~d = &?[[A, FJ, B] u’ 
= ct20[[A, F&j, B] u’ 
= a2f&4u’, Eii], Ba’] 
= a3B[[Aa, EJ, Bu] 
= 01~8$-~F~~c = a4&,b-1F;i~ 
And, as before, this implies that Fiicu’ = F~(u’E. Since the elements chosen 
in (a), (b), and (c’) generate 93, we have U’E = EU’. 
We claim that for each p E P, e,u’ = fe, . First note that since PE* = -p, 
co E K, . Also 
and 
[e, , 2R,J = 2e, * ep = 2e, . 
This means that H, = 2R, . If he, E ‘31, is such that [Xe, , XZJ = H,, , then 
h2 = 1, i.e., h = &I. Finafiy epu’c E ‘~$,u’E = ‘K,,, = %, and 
[eJE, e&E] = [e/.5, ePu’] = [ep’, eOu’] 
= [eoe, e,] u’ = [Co , e,] 5’ 
= (-Ho) u’ = H,, . 
This proves as desired that epu’E = $-e, , i.e., e,u’ = f~,, . 
It will next be shown that if p, 7 E P are such that !Ri, , !I& are contained in 
the same simple summand of J, then epu’E = e, if and only if e7u’c = e7 . 
Suppose, say, that e&E = e,, and e,u’E = -eT . Clearly p # T. Let v be a 
root of ‘8 such that 93” C J,, . If x E ‘$3” , then 
k&Al = k, p 2PeT.s - i?,, , R,1)1 
= 2(e, f  (e, . x) - (e, * e,) . x + (e, . 32) . e,) 
= 2($ x - 0 + $ x) = x. 
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We have already observed that v  - p and Y - 7 are roots. So 
(v - p) u’*E* = Vu’*E* + p* = Vu’*E* - p 
and 
(v - 7) u’*E* = vu’*<* - 7 
are both roots. Thus the root space of VU’*E* is contained in 
w4 0 31/d%>> n CWJ 0 JllZW = JOT 
Since XU’E is a root vector for VU’*E* we conclude that 
But then 
[e, , [e, I -,- xu c]] = XU’E. 
XU’E = [e,[e,Z]] U’E = [e&c, [e,u’c, X(T’E]] 
= k, , L-e,, x~u’c]] = - [e, , [e, , XU’CE]] 
= - k , I?, , de]] = --XU’E, 
a contradiction if x # 0. 
We now choose a third canonical system of generators by replacing (c’) by 
(c”) For each i = I,..., r let 01 be as chosen in (c’). I f  Ji has the property 
that e,,u’E = e,, whenever p E P, e, E Ji , let Eii = Eii = aE,, and 
F;’ = Fii = &FDi . I f  Ji has the property that e/c = -ep whenever p E P, 
ep E Ji , let 
-- 
and 
(Note that for each i there is some p E P such that e, E Ji [2, Proposition 
Wb)l,) 
Certainly [Eii , FlJ = HOi for i = l,..., Y. Let U” be the automorphism 
of 93 which interchanges E,,, , F&, and also interchanges Eif , FL . Since 
a 01 is also a fourth root of $/0, ( c “) is a special case of (c’). Hence the facts 
proven about u’ also apply to u” : a” commutes with E, and for each p E P, 
e/c = rfe, . We show in fact that e/c = e, always holds. 
Let p E P. Then p = pi + C:=r n,i& for some nonnegative integers nk . 
So e, E Ji and for some y  E @,!e, = F[[CEJ D], where C and D are(possibly 
vacuous) Lie monomials in Egl ,..., E,, . Suppose e,u’c = e,, . Then Ezi = E& , 
so that u’ and u” agree on E&, ,,.., Es, , E& . Consequently, ep’ = ep”, i.e., 
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e/e = e, Suppose, on the other hand, that e,a’c = -ep . Then 
E;, = d-1 E&, Fii = -d--l FLi and 
e,,u“c = q$[CEiJ D] U”E = rp[[Cu’, FiJ, Do’] E 
= -p t/-l [[Cc’, F&j, Do’] E 
= -y 2/-l [[C, E&j, D] U’E 
= -v[[C, E&j, D] U’E 
= -e,u’E = - (-e,) = ep . 
Thus in all cases eDu”E = e, , i.e., e,u” = e,< = z0 . This completes the 
proof of the Lemma: U” is the desired automorphism. 
Henceforth u is as constructed in Lemma 2. 
For x, y E J we use the notation U,,, = U,,, - U, - U, . The following 
formula will be useful: If X, y, z E J then 
This follows easily from the fact that [ye] = 2(R,., - [R, , R,]). 
Since u and E both interchange 3 and 5, UE stabilizes J. We note that in 
fact UE 1 J is an automorphism of J. Indeed, if p E P, then epuE = 2ip~ = e, 
so that UE fixes 1 = C,,EP eP . If we take z = 1 in the above formula, we get 
~2~ -y) uE = (1 u,,,) uE = [x[yi]l uE 
= [xuE, [yuc, iI1 
= 2x0< . ym, 
since iuc = 1~7~ = 1~ = 1~. 
We now use the automorphism u to construct a Chevalley basis for %. 
This is done as follows: For each root p of !% we choose 0 # K, E ‘8,, so that 
the K,‘s satisfy 
K,u = K-, , W, , K-,1 = Ho. 
Such a choice is possible and is unique in the following sense: If x E ‘$, has 
the property that [x, [x, xu]] = 2x, then x = f K, or 0. Indeed, x = AK, 
for some X E @‘, so that 
232 = [x, [x, x0]] = X3[Kp , [K, , K,u]] = A3 . 2K, = 2Px; 
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this clearly implies x = 0 or X2 = 1. The Chevalley Basis Theorem now says 
that the above-chosen KO’s (for all roots p of ‘93) together with Ho, ,..., H, 
form a Chevalley basis of 93. The reader is referred to [I, Theo&me l] fo; 
the original proof of the Chevalley Basis Theorem; for a proof of the theorem 
in the form used here, see [4, p. 1471 and [S, pp. I-71. Since the structure 
constants with respect to a Chevalley basis are integers, the Lie product of 
any two of our basis elements is an integral linear combination of the basis 
elements. Let !Riz be the (additive) abelian group generated by this basis. Let 
Jz be the (additive) abelian group generated by those K, for which s7, C J 
(these form a basis of J, so that Jz = J n ‘9&J. !Rz is closed under the Lie 
product. 
We first show two things: e, == &lu, for all p E P, and rC,c -: -+Kof* for 
all roots p of $3. By the above remarks, the following suffices: 
k, , k, , VII = [e, ) [e, , %I1 = [e, p &I 
= 2e, , 
In particular, 1 = CDFP ep E Jz . Also K E !Xiz implies KE E 9Zz . 
(A further refinement in the choice of the K,, is possible: If  !.I$, e R3 , one 
may arrange that K,E = KpEI . I f  ,E* = p, then [2, p. 201 implies that either 
K, E 3, in which case K,E = K, , or K, E Rs , which is the exceptional case. 
If  PE * = --p, then p f  a2 for any root 01 of f?‘; this is because E* stabilizes 
the positive roots of 9’, and p, -p cannot have the same sign. So 
‘$J2, is contained either in J or 3, i.e., either p E P or -p E P. Hence 
{K. , K-,} = (he, , AC,,}. Since e,u = .?, , -e,a = -e, , we must have 
{K, , K-,} = {e, , zO} or i-e, , --c,,}; in either case K,t =- K-, = K,,, . 
Finally, if PE* # &p then p, -p, PE*, --PC* are distinct roots. I f  
K,E = AK,,,, , A = &I, then I&E = K,ut- = K,,Eu = AK-~,,, , 
K Qee~ = klKocr 1 AK, , and simiIarly K-Ds*~ = AK-,; i.e., all four roots 
satisfy K,E = AK,,, . I f  h = + 1 there is nothing to prove. If  h = -1 then 
we replace KoE* by -KPE* , K-,,* by -K-,,* in the Chevalley basis. The 
new basis is also a Chevalley basis, in which K,E = K+ for 7 = $p, -tp~*.) 
THEOREM I. If x, y E Jz then ylTz E Jz . 
Proof. First note that if x, y, z E Jz then zU.,, = [x[Yz]] E Y& n J = Jz , 
since z = ZE E !Rz and !F& is closed under Lie product. Our object now is to 
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show that if ‘$Ii, _C J then UKP stabilizes Jz . Suppose this is shown. Then for 
x = C, n,K, E Jz (where no are integers), 
where the second summation is taken over unordered pairs p, T. Since UKP , 
u K&A stabilize Jz , U, also stabilizes Jz and the theorem is proven. 
(1) Let xE&,C&, where p is a root of ‘33. Then U,U,,, stabilizes 
each root space ‘917, such that !Ri, C J. For if y  E !?I7 , then 
Since ZE ‘!I$,,, and XUE E K,,, , we see thatyU,U,,, belongs to the root space 
of -pc* - pE* + pE* + pE* + 7 = T. 
(2) Let x = K, , y  = K, , where 5X2, , !RT C J. Then yUZUZOE equals 0 
or y. For (1) implies that yU,U,,, = Xy, where h is some element of @. Also 
2x = [x, [x, xu]] = [x, [x, xuc]] = 2(xac) U, . Hence 
h2Y = Y( UJJmJJ2 = Y us uz!‘JJ~uzo, 
= Y umdJz u&7, = Y UJJ,,, = hr. 
Thus y  = 0 (in which case the result is clear) or h2 = A (in which case h = 0 
or 1). 
(3) Letx=K,,y=K,, where Xi, , ‘$Ii, C J. Then y  Ux is either zero 
or +Kzp++ . Certainly, 2yU, = [x[xy]] belongs to the root space of 
2p + I-E*, which is zero if 2p + TE* is not a root. So if 0 # z =yU, , we 
need only show that [z, [x, m]] = 2x. Since 
[z, [z, =J]] = [z, [z, me]] = 2(zuc) u, ) 
it is sufficient to show that (.zcr~)U~ = Z. The hypotheses x = K, , y = K, 
imply that (WC) U, = x, (yoc) U, = y. 
Now z # 0 implies that y  U,U,,, = y; otherwise (2) yields 0 = yU,U,,, , 
and if we act on both sides of this equation with U, we obtain 
0 = ruJJz,JJz = YUh,,,, = YU, = .z. 
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= (YUzUm?,) ~JJPli! = (YUE) u%Pz 
=yu,=z, 
which proves (3). 
Since Jz is generated by those K, belonging to 3 and U, is linear, (3) 
implies that JzU, C Jz . This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Theorem 1 implies that Jz is an order of J, in the sense of Knebusch [6, 
p. 1751 (strictly speaking, Jz is an order of Jo = & @ zQ, where Q denotes 
the rational numbers). 
3. THE GENERIC TRACE 
Let t be the generic trace of 3. Our purpose in this section is to find the 
matrix of the generic trace bilinear form t(x, y) = t(x . y) with respect to 
the basis of 3 chosen in Section 2. In particular, it will be shown that this 
matrix is a monomial matrix with entries 0, & 1, *2. 
LEMMA 3. Let p E P and suppose 7 is a root such that 917 C J,, , but 7 # p. 
Let O#xEY17. Then 
(a) 0 # R, E %,-, and [R, , R,pl = 0; 
(b) p-2Tandp+ 7 are not roots, and x,2 = 0. 
Proof. (a) Since cD E !R+ , we see that [x, CJ E !R-, . Now 
Lx, ~1 = W-L 
[5, 
- [R, , R, 1) = 2(R, - [R, , R,pl). But [R, , RR,> = 0 (this 
follows from p. 341: i; identity (0,) take b = x, c = d = e,). So 
[x, EJ = 2R, . 
(b) (p + T) (I;;) = 2, so p + 7 is not a root [2, Proposition 61. Since 
[x, R,] = xe2, we see that 27 - p is a root if and only if x.2 # 0. Suppose 
x.2 # 0. Then z2 E 3,,, (which is a subalgebra of J). Also 27. - p # p, since 
otherwise p = 7. So the hypotheses on 7 also apply to 27 - p and (a) says 
that [x.~, .?J = 2Rz.2 is a root vector for 2~ - p - p = 2(~ - p). This is a 
contradiction: 7 - p and 2(~ - p) cannot both be roots of 9% So 27 - p is not 
a root, and hence neither is p - 27. 
LEMMA 4. Let p E P and suppose 7, v  are roots of ‘8 such that %” C J,, , 
RCJ,,, v#p,T#p.Letx=K,,y=K,. 
(a) I~v = -9-6 *, thenx.y= &$e,andr--e*=2p. 
(b) If v # -m*, then x y  = 0. 
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Proof. First note that ‘K,,, = ‘%+JE C 3,,, since UE stabilizes the Peirce 
spaces (it is an automorphism of J which fixes the idempotents e,). Also 
-78 # p since p = -PC*. 
(a) If p E P, p # p then X, y, x . y E Jo(e,), hence y U,,, = 0. Thus 
2x ‘Y = YU,,, = c Y&eu = YUwp = k,Lal. 
ll@ 
Now7 = K-,,*E = fK_, , so that 
2(P3 T) 2~ey= s[e,,H,l= 45WT)ep= f----e 
(7, T) p * 
But 2(p, T)/(T, T) = 1 since the T-string of roots through p is p - T, p, by 
Lemma 3(b). So 2x . y = he, , as desired. 
Since x .y = yR, = [y, R,] is a root vector for -TE* + T - p, we find 
that --78 + G- - p = p, i.e., T - TE* = 2p. 
(b) Assume x . y # 0. Then x . y = [x, R,] and R, E ‘9Q-, , so that 
7 + Y - p is a root and x . y E %17+V-0. But T + Y - p # p: otherwise 
7 + v = 2p = 7 - TE* (by (a)) and v = -TE*. Also x .y E J,, . Lemma 
3(a) implies that R,., E ‘%r+V--Bp .
Now [x,9] = 2(R,., - [R, , R,,]) is a root vector for 
T+VE* = 7+v+ve*- V=T+V--2p 
(applying (a) to v), so that 2R,., - 2[Rz, R,] and R,., must be scalar 
multiples of each other. This implies that [R, , R,] = 0. 
Let z = K-,,, . If (y . x) . x = 0, then 
O=(y.z).x=y*(z.x)=y-(f+e,)=**y, 
by (a). This contradiction shows that (y + z) . x # 0. Now y . z = [a, R,] 
belongs to the root space of -TF* + v - p, which is not equal to --7~* 
(otherwise v = p). We claim that [R,., , R,] = 0. If -Q-E* + v - p = p 
this follows from Lemma 3(a): R,., is a multiple of Rep . If -TE* + v - p # p 
then our hypotheses on v and T also apply to -TE* + v - p and 7, and this 
follows in the same way as our proof that [R, , R,] = 0. 
Finally, ((y . x) . x) . x = (y . z) . (x . x) = (y . ,z) . 0 = 0 by Lemma 
3(b)and((y.z).x).x=(y.(z.x)).x=(y.(f&e,)).x= &&y.x#O 
by (a). This contradiction completes the proof. 
(We remark that if the basis elements K, have been chosen so that 
K,r = KpEI whenever K, $ R3 , then one can strengthen Lemma 4(a) and 
conclude that x . y = + 4 e, , as is clearly seen by an inspection of the above 
proof.) 
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LEMMA 5. Let p, 7, x be as in Lemma 3. Let y  = K-,,, and suppose (by 
Lemma 4) that x . y  = (s/2) e, , where s = + 1. Then 4 (e, $ x + sy) and 
4 (e, - x - sy) aye orthogonal primitive idempotents whose sum is e, . 
Proof. The sum of these two elements is clearly e, . Also 
4 (e, & (x + sy)).' = Q (et + xA2 + s'y-' + 2e, . x & 2se, *y + 2sx - y) 
= $ (e,, + 0 + 0 &2x & 2sy + s2eo) 
= t (e, i x i 91, 
and 
(e, + 5 + sy) - (e, - x - sy) = e,2 - (x + sy).’ 
= e, - x.2 - s2y.2 - 2sx *y 
= e, - 0 - 0 - s2eo 
= e, - ep = 0. 
So these elements are orthogonal idempotents, and it remains only to show 
that they are primitive. Their I-Peirce spaces are contained in J,, . I f  C,, X, 
belongs to X4 (e,, f  (x + sy))), w h ere the sum is extended over all roots v  
such that 93” C 3,, and where x, E ‘32, , then 
by Lemma 4(b). Since z, . x and z, . y  are scalar multiples of x and y, re- 
spectively, while x+* x and z, y  are scalar multiples of e, , we can equate 
components. 
z, = + x, if v  + p, 7, YE*, i.e., Z" = 0, 
z, = : (27 zt 2, * 4, i.e., x, = AZ0 * x, 
z = B (z-w* f  szL, *Y)> i.e., x = -76% --7e’ fsz, * y. 
So Cy x, = z, & x, . x & sz, y  = zD . (e, + (x f  sy)), and this means 
(since z,, is a scalar multiple of e,) that XV z, is a scalar multiple of 
8 (e, f  (X + sy)). This completes the proof: The I-Peirce spaces of these 
idempotents are one-dimensional, and hence the idempotents are primitive. 
We recall that if e is a primitive idempotent of J, then t(e) = 1. This well- 
known fact may be seen either by explicit computation of the generic trace 
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of each of the simple algebras, using the classification theory [5, pp. 230- 
2331, or by the following argument, which does not use the classification 
theory. Embed e in a complete set of orthogonal primitive idempotents. The 
space spanned by these idempotents is a Cartan subalgebra of J and contains 
an associator regular element (see [5, especially Theorem 25 on p. 354 and the 
remarks on p. 352 preceding Theorem 231). Then by the proof of Theorem 24 
in [5, p. 3531, the generic trace and the reduced trace on J constructed from 
this set of idempotents are identical. In particular, t(e) = 1. 
The last lemma has the following 
COROLLARY. I f  p E P is such that dim J,, = 1, then t(eD) = 1. Otherwise 
t(e,) = 2. 
Proof. I f  dim J,, = 1 then e, is primitive. Otherwise ep is the sum of two 
primitive idempotents. 
LEMMA 6. Suppose p, p’ E P and p # p’. Suppose 0 # x E ‘91i, C J,,t . 
(a) If  xJ = 0 then neither 27 - p nor 27 - p’ are roots; 
(b) If x.2 # 0 then either x,2 E tR2T--il C J,,,t and 27 - p’ is not a root, OY 
x.2 E 9-i 2T--p’ L J,, and 27 - p is not a root. 
Proof. x.2 = y  + z where y  E J,, and z E J,,,,, . Now 
Lx, &I = w,.ep - [R, , RJ) = R, - 2[&, RapI 
is not zero (since x # 0) and so is a root vector for 7 - p. Also 
[x, R, - 2[Rz , R,,]] = x.2 - 2x.2 * ep + 2x * (x * e,) 
= x.2 - 2y fx.2 
= 2(x.2 - y) = 22. 
So z is nonzero if and only if 7 + (T - p) = 2~ - p is a root, in which case 
z ~%a~+ . Similarly, y  is nonzero if and only if 27 - p’ is a root, in which 
case y  E %2T-D, . I f  X.~ = 0, then y  = z = 0 and (a) is clear. To show (b) we 
need only show that it is not possible for both y  and z to be nonzero. Suppose 
that z # 0 # y. Then by Lemma 3(a), R, E %2T--LI,--p and R, E %27--ll--p, . 
This means either that 27 - p - p’ =‘0 or that R, , R, are scalar multiples 
of each other. The latter is impossible since in that case y  and z would be 
proportional and we would have 2~ ~ p = 27 - p’, contrary to p # p’. The 
former is also impossible, for if 27 -p - p’ = 0 then the fact that 
p(B3) = p’(YQ3) = 0 would imply that 7((m) = 0, i.e., that 7 E P. This is a 
contradiction to the assumption that ?JQ G J,,, . The proof is thus complete. 
In the proof of the next lemma we will want to use the following well- 
known fact: I f  2l is a simple, finite-dimensional algebra over an algebraically 
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closed field and if tr( , ) and ta( , ) are two associative symmetric bilinear forms 
on 5X, then t, and t, are proportional. For completeness we offer the following 
proof of this. First, since the radical of an associative symmetric bilinear form 
is an ideal, such a form on ‘$L is either zero or is nondegenerate. Consequently 
we can assume that t, , ta are nondegenerate. Let A be the unique linear 
transformation of ‘3 such that t,(xA, y) = t,(x, y) for all X, y  E a. Let x be an 
eigenvector of A and 01 the corresponding eigenvalue. Then for all y  E ‘3, 
t&x, y) - art,(x, y) = t,(x, y) - t,(xA, y) = 0. That is, x is in the radical 
of the associative symmetric bilinear form t, - atI . So t, - cut, = 0, i.e., 
t, = at1 . 
Returning to the algebra 93, we observe that a and R3 are orthogonal 
with respect to the Killing form ( , ) of 93 and that this implies that the form 
t,(x, y) = (R, , RJ on 3 is associative. Indeed, if D E 3 and X, y  E J, then 
yadDadR,== -yadDadR,. 
Also ad D ad R, sends 3 + R3 and R3 + 3. These two facts clearly imply 
that (D, Rz) = Tr ad D ad R, = 0. And if x, y, z E 3 then 
U-L 7 Rz) = (4x 2 Rz) - CR, > 41, 4 
= i ([x,rl, R,) = - + ([Y, 4, R,) 
= - ; (y, [x, R,]) = - + (7, x . z). 
The last expression is symmetric in x and a. So (R,., , RJ = (R, , R,.,). 
LEMMA 7. Suppose p, p’, x, T are as in Lemma 6. 
(a) If a+ = 0 then t(eJ = t(eO,). 
(b) If  0 # x.2 E J,, then t(ep) = 2 and t(ep,) = I. 
Proof. We first show that in either case t(eJ (p, p) = t(ep,) (p’, p'). Since 
J,,l # 0, ep and ep, are connected idempotents and must belong to the same 
simple summand 3i of 3. The generic trace form t( ,) and the form tl(, ) defined 
above are two associative symmetric bilinear forms on J, so their restrictions 
to Ji are proportional. Choose OL E 0 such that t(x . y) = or(R, , R,) for all 
X, y  E Ji . Then if H,’ is that element of J3 such that (H,‘, H) = p(H) for all 
HE 5, we have 
t(eJ = t(el, * 4 = 4Rep T R,,J 
= % (Ho, Ho) = 5 &2VG f-C’) [4, p. 1121 , 
- (p,mp)2 (P, PI x -01- * 
(PT P) 
We conclude that t(eP) (p, p) = 01. Similarly, t(epc) (p’, p’) = 0~. 
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We know that 7, T - p are roots (the latter with root vector R, - 2[Rm, Rep], 
as in the proof of Lemma 6); 7 - 2p is not a root since 
And (T + p) (R,) = 2 so that 7 + p is not a root. We conclude that 
2(p, ~)/(p, p) = 1. Similarly, 2(p’, ~)/(p’, p’) = 1. 
(a) If x.’ = 0 then neither 27. - p nor 27 - p’ are roots, by Lemma 6. 
That is, the T-String of roots through p (respectively p’) is p, p - 7 (respec- 
tively p’, p’ - T). Hence 2(p, T)/(T, T) = 1 = 2(p’, T)/(T, T). This together 
with the above implies that (p’, p’) = 2(p’, T) = 2(p, T) = (p, p) and therefore 
that t(eJ = t(e,t). 
(b) I~O#X.~EJ~~, then 27 - p’ is a root and 27 - p is not. So the 7 
String of roots through p (respectively p’) is p, p - 7 (respectively p’, p’ - T, 
p’ - 27) and 2(p, T)/(T, T) = 1, while 2(p’, T)/(T, T) = 2. As before, this means 
that 2(p, 7) = (7, 7) = (p’, T) and (p’, p’) = 2(p’, T) = 4(p, T) = 2(p, p), and 
hence that t(e,J = t(eD#) (p’, p’)/(p, p) = 2t(e,,). By the Corollary to Lemma 5, 
t(e,) = 2. So t(eo,) = 1. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose p, v  are roots of ‘31 such that !I$, , !F12, C J. Let 
x=K II) y  = K, . Then t(x,y) = 0 unless v  = -PC*. If v = -p*, then 
one of the following occurs: 
(a) p E P and t(x, y) = t(e,) = 1 or 2. 
(b) p $ P and x, y  E J,, for some p E P; in this case t(x, y) = f  1. 
(c) x, y  E J,,, for some p, p’ E P (p # p’) and x.2 = 0; in this case 
t(x,y) = *t(e,) = *l or *2. 
(d) x, y  E J,,,, for some p, p’ E P (p # p’) and x.2 # 0; in this case 
t(x, Y) = f2. 
Proof. The form t, on J defined by t,(a, b) = (a, 6) is symmetric and 
associative: (a, 5) = (aE, 66) = (a, b) and 
(a * c, 5) = ([a, 41, 6) = (a, I14,61) 
= - (a, [6, RJ) = (a, b * c). 
Suppose x, y belong to different simple summands of J. Then 
t(x, y) = t(x * y) = t(0) = 0. If x, y belong to the same simple summand Ji , 
choose 01 E @ such that t(a, b) = cYt,(a, b) for all a, h E si. Then 
t(x, y) = a&(x, y) = a&J) = or(K, , K,E) = &(K, , K,,,). Now by [4, 
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p. 108, I], (K,, , K,,.) :== 0 unless p = -E*. This proves the first part of the 
theorem. 
Suppose Y = -ALE*. Since (SE fixes each e,(p E P), ~JE stabilizes all the Peirce 
spaces 3,,, . But XGE = K-U~ -.= +Ke,,,T = j-y, so that X, y  must belong to 
the same Peirce space J,,, . 
I f  p =p’ and p =p then -PE* T= p so that 1, == p also. This means 
x == y  = k-D =; --Le A 0’ Consequently, t(x y) = t(eJ = 1 or 2, by the corol- 
lary to Lemma 5. This proves (a). 
In general, t(x, y) = t(x . y) = 4 t([l, [x, y]]). But 
We compute 2(p, p)/(p, CL) using the usual facts about root strings. We saw 
in Section 2 that p - p is a root if and only if %,, C Jr(e,) @ J&e,). Of 
course TV + p is never a root (since (p + p) (R,) = 2). Thus if x E J,,,, and 
p # p” # p’ then 2(p”, p)/(p, ,u) = 0. That is, 
(b) In this case p # p and p = p’. Then Lemma 3 shows that p - 2~, 
p + p are not roots, but p - p is. So 2(p, p)/(p, p) = 1. The corollary to 
_ Lemma 5 shows that t(e,) = 2. Hence t(x, y) = & 3 . 1 .2 = &I. 
(c) In this case p f  p’ and x.2 = 0. Then Lemma 6(a) shows that 
p - 2~, p’ - 2~ arc not roots, while of course p - p, p’ - p are. So 
2(p, CL)/& p) = 2(p’, p)/(,u, CL) = 1. Lemma 7(a) shows that t(ep) = t(eD,). 
So t(x,y) = & 4 [t(eJ + t(e,,)] = &t(e,). 
(d) In this case p # p’ and 0 # 9 E J,, or J,,,, by Lemma 6(b). We 
choose notation so that X.~ E J,, _ Then by Lemma 6(b), p’ - 2~ is a root 
while p - 2~ is not. Of course, p’ - p is a root and p’ - 3~ is not (since 
(P’ - 3~) (4) = -2). Hence 2(p, Y)/(P, Y) = 1 and 2(p’, P>/(P, P) = 2. 
Also Lemma 7(b) shows that t(e,) == 2 and t(e,,,) = 1. Hence 
t(x, y) = & Q [I . 2 + 2 . I] -= 1-2. 
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COROLLARY 1. The matrix of the generic trace bilinear form on J with 
respect to the basis {K, 1 ‘$I,, C J} of J h as exactly one nonzero entry in each 
row and in each column. These nonzero entries are i 1, 12. 
(We observe that if the basis of ‘3 has been chosen so that K,E = K,,, 
whenever K, 6 Rz , then all the f  signs in the statement and proof of Theo- 
rem 2 and Corollary 1 may be replaced by + signs.) 
K.-H. Helwig has pointed out to the author that the following well-known 
fact is a consequence of the above. 
COROLLARY 2. Every finite-dimensional complex semisimple Jordan algebra 
has a compact real form. 
Prouf. In the above we take Q, = C, the complex numbers. We choose 
the Chevalley basis of ‘3 so that K,,E = K,,, whenever K,, $ Rs . Then the 
desired compact real form of J is ‘$I = {C, h,K, 1 A-,,, = A,}, where the 
sum is extended over roots p such that ‘~33~ C 3. 2I is clearly a vector space 
over the real numbers R with basis {K, + K-,,, , iK, - iK_,,, 1 93,, C 3). 
To show ‘3 is a real form of J we only need to show it is closed under multi- 
plication. If  x = C, h,K, E J, h, E C, we let x = C, h;,K, . From the fact 
that the structure constants of J with respect to the basis {K,} are real num- 
bers (indeed, they are integers and half-integers, since x E Jz implies that 
2R, - U,,, stabilizes &) it follows that 
Since K,or = K-,,* whenever K, $ Rg , it is easy to see that 
‘%={(x~JI~u~=~}.Andifx,y~2&then 
To show that 2X is compact we only need show that t( , ) is a real-valued 
positive definite form on 2l, i.e., that t(x.!?-) > 0 for all x E 3 and t(x.2) = 0 
only if x = 0. We use Theorem 2 in the stronger form noted above: 
t(K, , K-,,,) = 1 or 2. I f  x = C A,,k’, E rU then x.2 = Cp,7 A,h,K, . K, . 
Taking the trace of both sides, we get 
t(xe2) = c ~D~,$(K, , Kp,,) = c I A, I2 t(Ko , Kep,,>. 
P P 
Clearly t(x.2) 2 0 and t(x.2) = 0 if and only if all &, = 0. 
4. REDUCTION MODULO p 
By Z we mean the ring of integers. We recall that & is the additive abelian 
group generated by the chosen Chevalley basis of % and that Jz = J n ‘& 
48112412-6 
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is the additive group generated by those basis elements lying in J. In general, 
if B is any subspace of 9? spanned by a subset of the basis, then by %z we 
mean the additive group generated by those basis elements lying in %. Let 
F be any field (usually we will assume that the characteristic of F is not 2). By 
!RiF we mean %z @z F, and in general by 5D3, we mean !Bz &F (note that 
%r C 5RF). In the following we will have occasion to perform this construction 
with % = J, 5, 2, fi, Ji , ‘Rii (==%(Ji), a direct summand of %). 
3z is a subalgebra of J, regarded as a unital quadratic Jordan algebra 
over Z (see [3] for the relevant definitions). Hence JF is a unital quadratic 
Jordan algebra over F. I f  char F f  2 (which we henceforth assume), then JF 
has a natural structure as a (linear) Jordan algebra over F. The quadratic 
structure on JF is given as follows: If  a, b E Jz and if a @ 1, b @ 1 denote 
the corresponding elements of JF , then (u @ I) UbBr is defined to be 
aU* @ 1 [3, p. 1.91. The linear structure is given by 
This may also be viewed as follows: If  a, b E Jz , then 
2(a 0 1) . (b 0 1) = (a 0 1) (U(ts-+l)gl - uaol - &cg) 
= a( U,,, - U, - U,) @ 1 = (2~2 * b) @ 1. 
That is, Jz is stabilized by U,, and 2R, , and the corresponding transforma- 
tions on JF are iYJbol = U, @ 1, 2R,,, = (2R,) @ 1, where 1 here denotes 
the identity map. 
Our first task is to obtain detailed information on the relationship 
between JF and RF. First note that Liz = Jz @ sz @ & and hence 
%==3FO%OQ3,. Also Jze = 3z (since K,c = *K,,,), $jze = $3z 
(since Hpt = AH,,,,), and &G = 5.!!, . S o E stabilizes & and E @ 1 is defined 
on !XiF . By abuse of notation we will often write E in place of E @ 1. Note that 
JF~=5F,5F~=$3F,and~F~=~!F.Also~231. 
Assume for the moment that J is simple. Then ‘% is simple. Let 3 be the 
center of !Ri,; by [7, 2.61, 3 = (HE J3F j [K, @ 1, H] = 0 for all roots p} and 
‘iR43 is simple, unless ‘$I is of type G, and char F = 3. To show that these 
conclusions hold in all cases we show that ‘%z G, is impossible. Otherwise 
the simple system of roots of ‘% would be {pl , a,} [2, p. 111, where either 
2p1 + 302, or 3p, + 24 is a root. But then we would have a root p such that 
p(Rl) = 2 or 3, a contradiction. 
We claim that JF @ SF @ [JF , zr] = SF. The left hand side U is an 
ideal of ‘SF: for [SF, 2!,] C %, [% , %] C SF, [[%, %I, 2~1 C [SF, %I 
by the Jacobi identity, and [Jr, JF] = [3r, 5r] = 0. U + 3 is therefore 
an ideal of !Rr containing 3. Since !RF/3 is simple, U + 3 = SF. NOW since 
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JF , 3F are spanned by elements AZ, @ 1, [JF , 3F] is spanned by elements 
[K, , K7’] @ 1 for suitable roots p, T. So U is the direct sum of certain spaces 
‘$J,, @ 1 and some subspace of bF. Since 3 C 5F and U + 3 = RF, we 
must have K, @ 1 E U for all roots p of ‘3. It follows that 
Ho @ 1 = [K, @ 1, K-, @ I] E [Lz, U] C U 
for all roots p, hence that BSSF C U. We conclude that 11 = SF. 
If 3 isn’t simple, say J = @ xi Ji (where Ji are simple ideals of J), then 
93 = @ xi !Ri > where !Rii g %(Ji); and !Rz = @ CC ‘3&x, hence 
!Ri, = @ xi ‘$& . If 3i is the center of ‘3& then 3 = @ xi si is the center 
of SF. We apply the above discussion to the simple components of J and 
conclude that 
and that 9443 s @ zi %ZiF/3i is a direct sum of simple ideals, hence is 
semisimple. 
LEMMA 8. (a) If L E ,5ZF then LE = L if and only ;f [l, L] = 0. 
(b) 3 =G~~~!FI [%,~51 =O>- 
Proof. (a) IfL E !2 then [I, L +LE] = 0 and [[l, L - LE], i] = 2(L - LE). 
This is because L + LE is fixed by E, so belongs to 3, whereas L - LE (which 
is mapped to its negative by E) must belong to RJ . If L E !& , these formulas 
remain true and can be interpreted to hold in !RF (i.e., they hold if we replace 
L by L @ 1, 1 by 1 @ 1, E by E @ 1, etc.). Since &- @ 1 spans 5ZF, these 
formulas hold for all L E !iZF . 
If Lc = L, then [l, L] = [I, i (L + LE)] = 0. 
If [I, L] = 0, then 
0 = [[I, L], i] = [[I, g (L - LE) + 3 (L + L<)], i] = L - LE + 0. 
SOL =Lc. 
(b) Since 3 C 5, _C QF, clearly 3 C (L [ [JF , L] = O}. If [3F, L] = 0, 
then [l, L] = 0 and hence LE = L by (a). So 
[5F ,Ll = PlF5W = [JF ,L] 6 = 0. 
This certainly implies that [[SF, 3F], L] = 0 and thus that [St,, L] = 0. We 
conclude that L E 3. This completes the proof. 
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The formula [c[a6]] = b( U,,, - U, - UC) holds for a, b, c E Jz , hence 
for a, b, c E Jz @ 1. Since both sides are linear in a, 6, c, it holds for all 
a, b, c E JF . Note also that 
NU,+c - U, - UC) = bUa,, = @RdJ - 2[Rz 7 f&l) 
by [5, p. 3251. 
THEOREM 3. SF/3 is isomorphic to %(JF), the Koecher-Tits algebra of JF . 
Proof. I f  L E IlF ) let L’ be the linear transformation of JF defined by 
a F+ [a, L]. L’ E !S(JF); th is is certainly true if L = [b, C] since, as we have 
seen, [a[b~]] = a(2&., - 2[& , &I). It holds for all L E 5l?!, since 9!, is 
spanned by elements of the form [b, c]. 
We show that (LE)’ = L’E (here the letter E is used in two senses: the trans- 
formation E @ 1 of !iZF, and the usual involution on f?(s,)). This holds for 
L = [b, C] since 
([b, c] E)’ = [b, c]’ = - [c, 61’ = - (2R,+ - 2[RC, RJ) 
= - 2Rh.C - 2[R,, R,] = [b, c]’ E. 
It holds for general L by linearity. 
L ++L’ is onto !G(JF) : [a [$ b, i]] = aR, and ti(z,) is generated by 
{R, 16 E JF}. The mapping L --f L’ is a homomorphism of Lie algebras, since 
for L, , L, E B, the Jacobi identity gives [a[L,L,]] = [[aL,] L,] - [[aLJ L,]. 
Finally, the kernel of this homomorphism is 3 by Lemma 8(b). 
I f  K=~+~+LE~~(uEJ~,&E~~,LE~~), we let 
K’ = a + 6 + L’ E JF @ 3F @ 9(JF) = %(JF). Then K + K’ is a homo- 
morphism from !R2, to %(JF); it is clearly linear, and it preserves multiplica- 
tion because of the following: If  a, b E 3F, L, , L, , L, E !i?r , then 
L’, 4’1 = [L, , .%I’, 
[a, b]’ = 2R,., - 2[Ra , Rb] = [a’, 6’1, 
[a, L]’ = [a, L] = aL’ = [a’, L’], 
[ii, L]’ = [z, L] = [a<, L] = [a, LC] E 
= (a(Le)‘) E = (U(L’C)) E 
= [a’, L’E] E = [a’, L’], 
[3F, JF] = [SF, 3F] = 0 in both !XF and %(JF). 
Since L H L’ is onto e(JF), Ktt K’ is clearly onto %(JF). The kernel of 
K H K’ is clearly 3; so SF/3 e %(JF). 
COROLLARY. JF is semisimple and is simple if and only if J is simple. 
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Proof. We have seen that SF/3 is semisimple and is simple if and only if 
J is simple. The semisimplicity of ‘$QF) implies that of JF [S, p. 3331. Also, 
J is simple if and only if %(JF) is, i.e., if and only if Jp is. 
We now study some idempotents of zF. If  e E Jz is an idempotent then 
clearly e @ 1 E Jr is also an idempotent. 2R, is a linear transformation of J 
which leaves Jz invariant, so that its matrix with respect to the basis {K,,} 
of J has integral entries. Since (2R,) @ 1 = 2R,,, , the matrix of 2R,,, 
with respect to the basis {K, @ l} of JF is the same as the matrix of 2R, , 
except that the entries are interpreted as belonging to F instead of @. 2R, is a 
diagonalizable linear transformation with eigenvalues 1, 2, 0 so that the 
characteristic polynomial of 2R, is (X - l)i (h - 2)i Xk; here i = dim J&e), 
j = dim Ji(e), R = d’ im Jo(e). Clearly, this is also the characteristic poly- 
nomial of 2R,,, (in which 1 and 2 are elements of F). We conclude that the 
dimensions of the Peirce spaces of e in J are the same as the dimensions of 
the corresponding Peirce spaces of e @ 1 in JF . This applies, in particular, 
to the idempotents ep (p E P). Note that by the Corollary to Lemma 5, e, is 
primitive if and only if dim X(e,) = 1. So ep primitive implies that e, @ 1 
is primitive. 
Suppose that p E P is such that ep is not primitive; let 7 # p be such that 
K,~J~,,andletx=K,,y=K-,,,, x . y  = (s/2) ep (as in Lemma 5). Let 
a = e, + x + sy and b = e, - x - sy, so that e, = 4 a + 4 b is a decom- 
position of e, as a sum of orthogonal primitive idempotents. Note that 
a,bE&. Now a.2 = 2a and !J.~ = 26, so that (a @ 1).2 == 2a @ 1 and 
(b @ 1).2 = 2b @ 1. This implies that 4 a @ 1 and 4 b @ 1 are idempotents 
in JF (whose sum is e,, @ 1). Rk, = 4 R, is a diagonalizable linear trans- 
formation of J with eigenvalues 4, 1, 0, so that 2R, is a diagonalizable linear 
transformation of J which leaves Jz invariant and has eigenvalues 2, 4, 0. I f  
its characteristic polynomial is (h - 2)” (X - 4)j h”, then, as before, 2R,,, 
has the same characteristic polynomial. Since j = 1, by the proof of Lemma 5, 
+ a @ 1 must be primitive. Also the Peirce +-spaces of $ a (in J) and 4 a @ 1 
(in JF) have the same dimensions. 
If  x, y  E 3 and x y  = 0, clearly (x @ 1) . (y @ 1) = 0 in JF . Applying 
this to the above, we see that we have written the identity of JF as a sum of 
primitive orthogonal idempotents. These idempotents are in correspondence 
with the elements of a complete orthogonal set of idempotents of J in such a 
way that the dimensions of the i-spaces of corresponding idempotents are 
the same. 
The proof of the following theorem uses these considerations and also 
.depends on the classification theory of simple Jordan algebras. 
THEOREM 4. If F is algebraically closed, then every semisimple Jordan 
algebra over F is of the form JF for some semisimple Jordan algebra J over CD. 
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Proof. By taking direct sums one can easily see that it is sufficient to 
prove this theorem for simple Jordan algebras over F. Finite-dimensional 
simple Jordan algebras over an algebraically closed field are classified by 
two integers: the cardinality n of a complete set of orthogonal primitive 
idempotents, and the dimension d of the Peirce half-spaces &a(e) n Ji,s( f ), 
where e, f are orthogonal primitive idempotents. The possibilities are: 
n=l, d=O; n-2, d>l; n=3, d-1,2,4,8; ~34, d-1,2,4 
[5, Chapter V]. Since the dimension of ‘&s(e) (where e is a primitive idem- 
potent) is (n - 1) d, we see that the simple algebras are also classified by the 
integers n and dim &s(e). 
The above discussion about idempotents shows that the cardinality of 
complete sets of orthogonal primitive idempotents of J and BF are the same, 
and also that the dimensions of the half-spaces of primitive idempotents are 
the same for 3 and JF . Since 3F is simple when J is, we can get JF to be the 
simple algebra over F characterized by two integers n, d by choosing J to be 
the simple algebra over @ characterized by the same two integers. This 
completes the proof. 
We can use Theorem 2 to give an alternate proof of the fact that JF is 
semisimple. First we will compare the generic minimum polynomials of J 
and zF. We follow the discussion in [5, pp. 221-2291. For each root p such 
that !Ri, C 3, let [, be an indeterminant. I f  R is a ring, R[t] will be the ring 
of all polynomials in (ED} over R; if F is a field, F(t) will be the field of all 
rational functions in (6,) over F. Let X be the generic element C,, t, . 2K, 
of J. The minimum polynomial of X in JOcE) is the generic minimum poly- 
nomial of J, which we write as 
m,(h) = A” - Ul([) P-l + u2(f) Am-2 - *** + (-1)” u,(5). 
Here u<(t) E Q(t). 
LEMMA 9. ai EZ[(] for i = l,..., m. 
Proof. Certainly u<(f) E Q(t), where Q is the field of rational numbers. 
For X t JacE, C &,cp) , hence all Xi E JacE, . And if 1, X,..., X*-l are those 
powers of X which are linearly independent over Q(t), they are also linearly 
independent over Q(t) (since JOlr) = JatE) @ Q(t)). 
We apply the argument of [5, p. 2221. Let f (h) be the characteristic poly- 
nomial of the linear transformation Rx . Since X = 2 x0 t,K, , R, stabilizes 
Jztcl , the set of all linear combinations of {K,} with coefficients in Z[[]. 
Hence the matrix of Rx has entries in Z[[], and f (h) is a manic polynomial 
with coefficients in Z[t]. Since m,(h) divides f(/\) [5, p. 2211, and since the 
field of quotients of Z[t] is Q(E), we conclude from Gauss’s Lemma that the 
coefficients of m,(h) are in Z[f. This completes the proof. 
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Note that Z[s] &F = F[t]. I f  6’ EZ[(], then 19 @ 1 is that element of F[s] 
obtained by interpreting the coefficients of 0 as elements of F. Note also that 
Jz[f~@zF=J~[E~, so that XO~EZWM. XC31 =C,5;2&01, so 
that X @ 1 is a generic element of Jr. 
THEOREM 5. The generic minimum polynomial of JF (more precisely, the 
minimum polynomial of X @ 1 in JFcej) is 
mxol(h) = Am - (ul @ 1) (.$)A”-l + (crZ @ 1) (t)Xmm2 - ..’ 
+ (-I)” (a, 0 1) (8. 
Proof. We first show that X @ 1 satisfies the above polynomial. In the 
equation X” - ~~(4) Xm-i + ... + (-1)” g,(t) 1 = 0 we tensor both 
sides of the equation with 1 and get 
as desired. Note that all powers of X belong to JzCCj since Jz[r1 is a quadratic 
Jordan algebra, and that X” @ 1 = (X @ I)k by induction, since 
(XW,) @ 1 = (X” @ 1) (U, @ 1). 
So the minimum polynomial of X @ 1 divides the above polynomial. 
We show the two polynomials have the same degree. Now a, is the generic 
trace of J, and m = ~~(1) (1 is here the identity of J). Since 1 is the sum of 
primitive orthogonal idempotents which have trace 1, there must be m 
elements in this complete set of idempotents. Our computations with idem- 
potents show that the identity of JF is a sum of the same number m of 
primitive idempotents. Hence by [5, p. 229, Lemma l] the degree of the 
generic minimum polynomial of JF is at least m. Since it is also at most m, 
it must be exactly m. This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 1. If t is the generic trace of J and t, the generic trace of JF , 
then there exist integers n, (for all roots p such that %,, C 3) satisfying 
for all &, E F. 
Proof. Since ui belongs to Z[[] and has degree one, it must be of the 
form ~~(5) = C,, 1z,e, for some integers n, . But 
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Specializing the indeterminants E, to elements of @, we obtain the first 
equation. Now Theorem 5 says that u1 @ 1 is the generic trace of Jr, i.e., 
that 2tF(xP t,K, (j$ 1) = tF(X @ 1) = ((or @ 1) (6) = C, n,,kp . I f  we spe- 
cialize the .$, to elements of F, we obtain the second formula. 
COROLLARY 2. The generic trace bilinear form tF( , ) of JF is nondegenerate. 
JF. is semisimple. 
Proof. By Corollary 1, if x E Jz , then 2t(x) is an integer and 2tF(x @ 1) is 
the same integer (regarded as an element of F). Hence if p, 7 are two roots such 
that ‘%,, , gi, C J, then 2t(2K,, . K,) is an integer and 2t,(2(K,, @ 1) . (K7 @ 1)) 
is the same integer. Theorem 2 tells what this integer is: It is zero unless 
T = -PC*, in which case it is 34, 58. So the determinant of the matrix of 
4tF(, ) with respect to the basis {K, @ 1) of JF is plus or minus a power of 2, 
hence is nonzero. So 4tF(, ) is a nondegenerate form, as then is tF(, ). 
That JF is semisimple now follows from [5, p. 240, Theorem 51. 
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